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2007 – 2010 Jeep Wrangler / Rubicon
Grille Install Instructions

Tools Required:
Phillips blade screwdriver
Diagonal cutters
Required Time: allow 10-20 minutes t
Kit includes: Grille, 12 zip ties and
mounts

Step 1
Open the hood then using the Phillips
screwdriver, remove the plastic inserts
by unscrewing and then pulling them out
carefully. Be sure not to lose them!

Step 2
The grille now needs to be removed by
pulling at the locations where there are
metal clips. Three are located along the
bottom frame below the radiator and
then one under each of the head lamps.
Just pull straight forward with a wide
grip so as to not crack the plastic grille.
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Step 2a
this photo simply shows one of the two
metal tabs found under the lamp. Again
pull with your hands supporting near
weach of the tabs but spread enough so
as to disperse the force.

Step 3
Remove the turn signal lamps by
twisting the holder and then sliding out.
The grille can now be removed and
carried to a safe work area (preferably
on a soft towel. Place the grille face
down as you will need work from the
backside.

Step 4
You will use the 12 mounts to attach the grille to the OEM grille. Before applying the
mounts the surface should be cleaned with some alcohol or other cleaner and then
thoroughly dried to allow maximum adhesion. Using an additional adhesive such as
GOOP could also be applied to insure greater adhesion. We simply cleaned the
surface with isopropyl alcohol and then after dry applied the mounts. The mounts
need to be spaced out evenly among the area. Be sure to have even spread all the
way to the edges. You can see in the images that we used a 1,2,1,2,2,1,2,1 pattern.
Once they are secured you will need to lay the grille over the area and be sure to
cover the openings. Also note that the material has a front and a back (the smooth
side is the front). You will need to insert the zip ties and then lifting the grille insert
through the loop and then back through the grille. DO NOT SNUG the ties until all
have been started. Then work in one direction tightening the zip ties while making
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sure the grille still covers all of the opening and is square (you don’t want it to look
uneven).

Step 5
Once the grille is securely mounted and all of the ties are cinched up tight (not too
tight as they could pull the mounts off!) then clip off the excess. The grille is now
ready to be mounted. You should insert the turn signal lamps and then push the
grille aligning the metal inserts with the mounting holes and then insert the plastic
push-in fasteners. Congrats the installation is complete!

